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ABSTRACT
The major purpose of this piper is to initiate

discussion on the validity of systematic phonemics in the area of
language acquisition. This is not an attempt to write a phonology,
but rather an outline of some theoretical and formal devices that may
be used for gaining insight into the phonological system of the
child. An evaluation procedure suggested is that of °developmental
adequacy° which accounts for the process by which a child moves,
closer to a system that is constantly presented to him. Such a
procedure includes statements of stability that mark certain aspects
of the child's system as similar to, and others as distinct from, the
model to which he is presented. A summary of rules suggested for the
child's system include: reduplication, diminution, production
alternations and adaptation. The productive rule is introduced to
cover the child's comprehension of sounds he does not yet produce,
and the adaptive rule expands the notion of °developmental adequacy.°
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INTRODUCTION BEST COPY. AVAILABLE

1.0 I am not aware of any study that attempts to adapt the theoretical
assumptions of "systematic phonemics" (e.g., Harms, 1968) to help account for
the development of a phonological system in the child.1 One reason for this
may be the time lag between linguistics and child language research, a lag
which has led Brown and Hanlon (1968) to remark that psycholinguistics
trails present linguistic research anywhere from five years on, and generative
phonology has made some of its greatest advances in the last three .2
Second, much of the work has discussed the importance of the orthographic
system and its correspondence to abstract morphophonemics (i.e., Chomsky &
Halle 1968, Schane 1968) which leaves a false impression to some that one
cannot discuss abstract underlying representations until the child has
reached an understanding of the writing system. Third, the only extensive
characterization of the adult phonological system, that of Chomsky & Halle
(1968), presents a difficult model to account for in terms of acquisition.

The major purpose of this paper is to initiate discussion on the validity
of systematic phonemics in the area of language acquisition. I shall first
discuss some basic assumptions of generative phonology and how they apply
to child language. Second, I shall make some suggestions as to how the
theory may be expanded to provide insights into a different way to look at
phonological development. An evaluation procedure will be suggested in
the process, that of developmental adequacy.

2.0 Serve S5sic Assumptions cf Generative Phonology. The develcp-
ment of gener=ive7713771ogyasinte belief that autonomous
phonemics is an inadequate and unnecessary level of linguistic the,ry.3
Instead, it suggests that phonology entails two levels of significance,
"that ei phonetics and morphophonemics" (Postal, 1968, p.98).4 The main
eriticism of autonomous phonemics has been that it functions under the
condition of invariance between the phonemic and phonetic levels, so tha:.
there must be a one-f7-one correspondence between the units of each (Chao,
1933). Systematic phonemics has loosened this condition and has replaced
it by the nateralness cenditi-n (Postal, 1968) and the alternation
e:nditisn (Xiparsky, 1968).

The naturalness cendition is difficult to define, according to Postal,
but reughly the "relation between phonological and phonetic structures
is a natural ine" ( Postal, p.56). For example, suppose a hypothetical
langsage has the phonetic items in (1)X.

X Y 2

(1) A. [tare] "fascist," /tam/ * /cam/

B. [de e] "doggie" /dam/ * /gam/

C. Nat] "racist" /dat/ * /dat/

e eces :)y the f segmentation and classification,
w uld pezit the items listed undr (1)Y as the phenemes. Systematic
p'r :eeles, h.wever, e.ay be willing t- p sit the forts in (1)2 fcr
rfla' ;n: g:atc.r generality n_t evident here, which would violate the



principle of invariance. The relation between [d] and '0/0/ is not
arbitrary, but determined by the naturalness of the relation between
the subsequent sounds. A violation of the naturalness condition would
be positing any of the forms in (2) for (1) Z,B.

(2) * /9am/

*/hxam/

*Alam/

I shall accept through the rest of this paper the naturalness condition
as a working hypothesis. As such, I loosen the re6TME517-6f bi-
uniqueness to see if it will yield generalizations about the child's
linguistic system that otherwise would not be available.

The other condition, the alterration condition, argues against
absolute neutralization (Kiparsky, p.13 ff). 'An example of absolute
neutralization as given by Kiparsky is Chomsky & Halle's suggestion of
a final /-e/ in words like tolerance, eminence, relevance, and
-sepoton2e that is never ph311.6-tically naTriFa. t is suggested, how-
77i77775-77ccount for English stress placement. Instead of such a
devise, Kiparsky favors the use of diacritic features.

It will be the contention here that the alternation condition cannot:
be held in its strong version and, if so, it would miss significant
general: nations about the child's competence. It can only be held in
its weak form, a possibility that Kiparsky has considered.

"The weaker alternative, to which we may well be ultimately
c:: mien, is that the alternation condition is a clause of the
evaluation measure which says (among other things) that
Ilsolute neutralization is linguistically complex" (p.22).

The reason for this, as will be discussed in section 4.3, is the
ditferere:e that exists between the child's comprehension and production.
EI:tr ef teese are aspects of performan7e, whereas competence incorpor-
ates tse two, The child will hear distinctions that he does not make
i :, ssis predu.ticn. The phonology of the child, if it is taken af an
e.ep?essIsn cf lingeistic competence, will have to take this into account.
!-*:-:per7en (1921) discusses this phenomenon: "the child hears the
s:zse t sound some time before he is able to imitate it correctly; he
will sse still say t for k, shough he may in score way object to other
peeele :ayieg 'turn' for 'come' ... Sueh a child, as soon as it ran

s'ne new sound, puts it correctly into all the places where it
reqlired. This, I take it, is the erdinary procedure" (p.110). I

suLh a word as 'cum' above would have the underlying form
*/k0.:/ 1:.d that su_h urits as */k/1 whicv have not yet achieved phonetic
r-alizd'iTn t::,_;gh they are a part of his comprehension, will be marked

s-e fsetere [-pr eduetive]. The rest of this paper will be concerned
wit: ahsat a small set of universal features, such aF. this

-;eis eay he used ie yhild language to account for the child's total
1- 31 :o':'pete:1,:.



3.0 Evaluation Procedures. Chomsky (1964alp.63) has discussed
three kinds of evaluation procedures, those of observational,
descriptive, and explanatory adequacy. The first procedure results in
a grammar that describes the facts without attioempts at generalization.
It would, for example, note in the case of 'permit' and 'permit' only
that these two wor.11 have different stress placement. The second
procedure, descriptive adequacy, attempts to make generalizations about
linguistic phenomena. It would, in our example, state that a noun
derived from a verb will have a stress shift. Explanatory adequacy
requires a general linguistic theory independent of any particular
language. In this example, "tire level of explanatory adequacy requires
a phonological theory that prescribes the general form of such syntacti-
cally determined phonetic processes" (Chomsky, op.cit., p.66).

It is of heuristic value to examine these evaluation procedures and
their effects upon the construction of a child's grammar. First, there
is observational adequacy. In phonology, OK: child operates with a
small set of tokens that can be described in terms of the observed
behavior; i.e., via the child's production. Thir has been the measure
implicit in most studies on the child's phonology.

The next measure opplicable is that of descriptive adequacy. The
proposals in this paper can be taken aE an attemtit towards such a
meafure; i.e., an attempt to incorporate generalize :ions beyond the
child's observable linguistic behavior. Sections 4.2 and 4..< are &rect
attempts to formalize such an incorporation. rootnnte 5 sums up the need
for such an approach if :any significant advances are to be made.

There is an additional measure that we can incorporate into child
language (here phonology), that of develpmental adequacy. The nature of
such a measure is highly speculativZ7-7577FTW.-T7-177 procedure that
ace.AintF for how the child moves closer and closer to a system (hat is
cnnstartly pi,esented to him. Such a measure includes statements of

ones that mark certain aspects of his system as similar to,
and ctFers distinct frz.a, the model to which he is presented.

An exar:,pi- cf this can be taker. frow the child's acquisition past
tcr.se. Tne first stage prior learning the past affix /-ed/ is when

produces past forms lik.:. 'came' and 'went'. These forms at
th17. :age are very close to rue adult system, though they will
urAer4: ,s_hanges as the child advances. Take two grammars at this stage
if ,_yvtaA.. D.velcpmental a&quacy claims that, all t)ejng cqual, a
gra:rnar is mr,re highly valued if it can formally mark the instability of
these Section 4.4 discusses a procedure far marking such phenomena
is ph-r-1:gy.

Thr, f.11-,wir.g se ti.,ns (4.2 and a.tempt show 11:w c:ertair aspects
:,hr.n.lc,gy can be mode de5:criptively adequate. They p dnt out

4. :.eeali..:ati, that can be captured by goityg )(.!yond atteinpt account
r tim child' pr,ducti,:n .one. The -.ugge:-ti::n adaptatiLn featorin

1: t. ! intr duces a f_mulat,i.r. for (1,2vel ,pm-ntal a&qaac. It
4ra,!.mar fature,: marking stabl_ versus; unstable



phonemes is more highly valued than one that does. not. All three sections
also relate to the notion of explanatory adequacy. A theory that includes
them makes the claim that they would account for universal phonomena in
phonological acquisition.

4.0 Some Suggestions for Child Phonology

4.1 The examples for the following discussion are taken from Holmes
(1927), who phonetically transcribed the speech of his daughter Mollie at
1;6. The data is listed in the Appendix and consists of 46 one-word
utterances. The phonetic inventory is shown in (3).

(3) Consonants

p t tj k

b d d3 g

$

m n

w

Vowels

i u

e a

A
a a

ai Ea au

a3 ou

4.2 Reduplication. A look at the canonical form of these words
shapes.

Frequency

and their alternates

(4)

reveals the following

Shope

a. CV 17
b. CVC: 12
c. *CVO,/ 10 *(reduplication)
d. CVg 6 (glide)
e.

f.
CVCV

0.. C.
4

1
g. VC: (variations of the same
h. V I word, #22 "hat")

Tie ones that .are most frequent are (4)a-e. If we collapse (4)d under
.4;_: then have (5).

( ) a. CV 23
b . CVC: 12

. WC) 10
d. CVCV 2



These can be reduced further by the following changes. First, reduplica-
tion is a powerful device in child language, and is distinctive (e.g.,
#20 [01.] "bath"; and #15 [bmbas] "apple"). Many languages also use
reduplication for distinctions of meaning (e.g., Suk). It is suggested
that reduplication, in this sense, operates as a kind of class marker,
those words that reduplicate and those that don't. As such, reduplica-
tion may be handled as a syntactic feature or those words. Thus, #15.
[baba'] "apple" will be shown as (6) in the lexicon.6

(6) (-human J

[animate ]
<-pronoun
(; , otin

.(1-reduplication)

'lb x, It

This is distinguished from #20 [boa] "bath" which is shown in (7).

(7) [ -human

[animate
<-pronoun
<4.noun

<- reduplication>

ttb lt

Then, as Chomsky has suggested, the phonological rules can handle this
by as:Aiming "that at the beginning of the phonology each ... syntactic
and morphological feature of a morpheme m is assigned to every
phonological segment of m".7

This simplifies (5) to (8).

(8) a. CV 33
b. CVC: 12
c. CVCV 2

N:.c.; look at the items that constitute the form of (8)b, such as #38,
"book" with [buk:] varying with [buki] (observe also #33 "walk" (Oki)
as compared with #40 "duck" [dAk:]). Of these, it can be suggested
that the underlying forms are either CVC: or CVCi. 438 "bookie",
we might predict that "dunio" could also occur, although it is not
atte:Ited. I -uggest giving i,11 of these forms the underlying shape of
cVOi, with a Phohological rule (9), which also will be needed to
ao,:::unt for #3.1.

(.3) CI,V,02,1 3

===' 1,2, [4-longi'

1 2 3 4

condition 1 2 3 4



There a/se alternative ways to handle the lexical entries for this rule.
Item #38 "book" will be optional to this rule. One may mark items such
as #40 as obligatory for the rule and others like #33 a3 exceptions.
The other alternative is to allow all such underlying forms to undergo
the rule optionally, which would allow for forms not yet recorded.
Later data could help decide the issue.

-The powerful process of phonological diminutives can new be a-;eounteo
for. This reduces the forms in (8) to (10).

(10) CV 33
CVCV 14

The words of the sample now fall into two distinct classes in terms of
canonical form. This generalization is achieved by discussing
reduplication as defining two morphological classes, which appears to be
the ease syntactically, and two P rules, the Reduplication Rule that
would follow from above, and a Phonological Diminutive Rule8 which
would have been required anyway. The former solution, the inclusion
of syntactic information, continues as an important motivation for
the morphophonemic level. The only two cages not yet explained,
Ui)g and (4)h will be discussed forthright'.

'e oduetion Features. As mentioned earlier, the child's dis-
crimination of sounds will pi his active production. To account
to! cempetence, we have to take this into consideration (see footnote 5).

:n our. data, this occurred particularly with #22, Ne I or [amtr] "hat ".
;hese two forms are also th,s two canonical forna that do not fall into
(13) It can be included though, by positing the underlying forms
";n 6i2/ er */rx.ti/ (or */hart /, see footnote 8). The phoneme */h/
will have, among its distinctive features, the feature 1-produstive].

be handled by a Produstive Alternation Rule roughly like
(1.1).

1) [-productive] 0

=is Kind of format car. be quite useful in treating those forms
d-1:._.3:ed by Jesper3en (1922) where sounds are comprehended but no
pr:g.A ed. An argutstInt for the pnsitirg of the underlying */h/ is also

froT the fa't that this word is th only anomaly in terms of the
a:--isal forms.

A: .t:hc.!r type Produ,tive Alternatirin Rul occurs when the child
r:t:3:-.ds a sou :d 'out replaces it produ-:tively with one already in

Broyr mintiened a child .0;!--1 pro%ounced the word "fish"
the adult would say [fxs], however, the child would say,

[f s..], [fLs]'. 10 In this case, tne underlying form would be
with a Proda_tion Alvernation Rule that change l-, the *PU to

Stat.e'7,2i.tF, su-.h as this in terms of distinctive features may
:ijniii.ont generalizations about the ,hild's system.



In Holmes' article, he gives data colleced four imonths later.
Amr:ng these items are those in (12).

(12) [wait] "hat"

[ wia] kil "hanky"

twainJ "hand"

This shows a second stage of development in terms of Adaptation rules.
The first 4s when the systemaCc phoneme is reduced to zero. The
second is chhen that sound becomes phonetically realized, but not by
the correct sound. In our example, this indicates that (11) has
changed to (13).

(13)
[-productive] w

Again, a body of such rules in terms of features msy reveal some
general properties of phonological acquisition.

4.4 Adaptation Features. Tnese features handle an aspect of
the child's phonology that comes under the 'developmental adequacy'
measure described above. The child, in his development, is constantly
presented with phonetic models of the adult system. One way that he
may csvert them to his own system is to reduce them to simple
canonical forms (sec. 4.2). Next, he can leave out sounds that he
comprehends but is not yet able to produce (sec. 4.3). A third
change, and one that occurs often, is that he may adapt the sounds he
hears to another in his system, even though he hes=briginal
sound. There are several examples of this in our data. Look at the
vowel [ 22.] in (14)a and compare to the [ol] in (14)b, as matched with
the adult oodel.

( 14 )a . i . [Ica' kaa ] "cracker" #12

ii. [daz ) "that" #39

iii. [dal d az] "daddy" #2

(14)b. i.. [mama.] "mamma" #1

ii. [taltae.] "tats" #34

While the child's production has [ft] in all cases, the adult model
h.:.s two vowels, [se ] in (14)a and (a] in (14)b. Yet, the child does
have the phmetic (a].

(14 i. [da] "doll" #23

E. [wa] "c..alx" #25

iii. [ba] "bread and butter" #11



The prediction would be that the vowel in (14)a will remain constant dur-
ing the acquisition of the adult model, whereas those in (14)b will
change at some point. These two sets of vowels then, have a different
status in the child's competence.

What I suggest is that we consider the underlying vowels for those
items in (14)b as */a/. Their underlying forms, with reduplication as a
syntactic feature are as in (16).

(16) */ma/

*/ta/

"mama"

"tats"

In these items, the */a/ will have a feature to distinguish it from the
vowels i,, (15). This feature will be [ +adaptive]. Its feature matrix
is given in (17).

(17) +vocalic
-consonantal
-high
+back
+low
-round
+adaptive

The vowel in */wa/ "want" will be different from (17) for it will be
[-adaptive].

There will then be a rule which converts the adapted sounds. For the
above, it would be

(18) 11
a

[ +adaptive] ---, [ -back]

Are general rules could be formulated once the other adaptive vowels
are det'rnined.

Take the items [ko] ":ome" #35, and [ho] "coat" #21. While these are
hoTmymous on the surface, they would be represented as different
ur.derlying forms.

(19) IVki)/ "come"

"coat"

*/e/ would be (4adapt.ive] . The rule for this change is informally
(20).

1:0) 11

(4.adaptive)----, [4round)

-

10



This feature would also apply to consonants. Scanning the list reveals
that most of them have beep pi2ked up correctly. However, item #15
[baba] "(maple", and #18 [bet:] "bed" differ in this respect. The
underlying consonants for these two would be */p/ and */d/ respectively.
The underlying forms would be as in (21).

(21) * /pa./ "apple"

*/bedi/ or */bed/ (see footnote 8) "bed"

Both the */p/ and */d/ of these words would have the additional feature
of [ +adaptive]. The P rule that changes these would be something like
(22).

(22) +consonant
-vocalic
+adaptive
..cvoic e

-----* [ 4 voice]

Thus thi! adaptation rule for consonants shows that this is a voice
change. The list of P rules that affect adaptive vowels will be a
general statement on what the child is doing to the model sounds he
hears. As the child approaches a more adult-like system, these changes
would be seen as a loss of adaptive rules. They will be replaced by
the more complex adult rules.

5.0 Concluding Comments. This has not been an attempt to write
a phonology, nut an outline of some theoretical and formal
devices one may use to gain insight into the phonological system of
the child. I have suggested the use of reduplication as a syntactic
feature. In terms of phonological features, I have introduced the
notions of [ +productive] and [ +adaptive]. The first is included to
over the child's comprehension' of sounds he does not yet produce.
The latter feature helps expand the notion of "developmental adequacy",
which is a statement and prediction on the stability of certain
sounds in the child's system. A summary of the rules suggested is
giver: in (23).

(23) Reduplication. Rule
Diminutive Pule
Productive Alternation Rules
Adaptation Rules

:_omment right be made or the notion of the cyclic principle.
As 7crr. is dore on children's phonology, perhaps this may give us
insight into its validity. So too, the more citrrent notion of
'per=i5t,-:nt rules' (Chafe, l96) may prove valuable for child
pr 1.3y.

- 11



FOOTNOTES

By this I mean more than the application 'of distinctive features, whIch
has been attempted by Menyuk (1968)1 Moskowitz (1969), and others.

See, for example, Stanley (1967), Chafe (1968), Chomsky & Halle (1968),
Harms (1968), Kiparsky (1968), Schane (1968).

3
For a full discussion of this, see Postal (1968).

4
or "process morphophonemics", Kiparsky (1968).

5
This distinction and the need to consider not ,ust performance but also
comprehension has been emphasized by Chomsky.

"I': seems to me that, if anything far-reaching and real is to be
discovered about the actual grammar of the child; then rather
devious kinds-of observations of his performance, his abilities,
and his comprehension in many different kinds of circumstances
will have to be obtained, so that a. variety of evidence may be
brought to bear on the attempt to determine what is in fact his
underlying competence at each stage of development. Direct
description of the child's actual verbal output is no more likely
to provide an account of the real underlying competence in the
case of child language than in the case of adult language."
(Chomsky, 1964b, p.36.)

6
These are not complete feature specifications. For a discussion of
lexical entries in childrens' one-word utterances, see Ingram (1969).

7
Cited in Postal (1968) , p.128.

8
An alternative solution with as much validity would be to have CV
and CVC with the Diminutive Rule as additive rather than subtractive.

9
Case (4)f is also now explained as a CVCV that is [4-reduplication]
and could be one argument for a subtractive DimMutive Rule.

10
my paraphrase.

11
the letter represents a set of features.



APPENDIX - Holmes data

1. mft "mama"
2. [dada.] "daddy"
3. [do] "dog"
4. (t/ti] "kitty"
S. [btbi] "bib"
6. [bo] "bird"
7. [kau] "cow"
8. [babE] "baby"
9. [pu] "spoon"
10. [pu] "pudding"
11. [ba] "bread and butter"
12. [kaikag] "cracker"
13. [nja njge] or

[ng.nae] "dinner"
14. [ke.k:] "cake"
15. [babac] "apple"
16. [d .5 u] "orange joice, or orange"
17. [wag] or

wa ][wawa] "wa ter"
18. [be.] or

[be.t:] "bed"
19. [nau] "down"
20. [ba.] "bath"
21. [ko] "coat"
22. [Al] or

[22.t:] "hat"
23. [da] "doll"
24. [si] or [ti] "see"
25. [wa] "want"
26. [nou] "no"
27. [gu.d:] or

[gu] "good"
28. [bgt.d:] "bad"
29. [t.s u] "shoe"
30 . [ ta .k: ] "stocking"
31. [kai] "cry"
32. [we] "way"
33. [waki] "walk"
34. [ta.t "tata (goodbye)"
35. [ko] "come"
36. [pi.k:] "peek"
37. [ba.k:] "box, then bottle"
38 . [bu ,k: ] or

[buki] "book"
39. [da] "that"
40. [d n ,k:] "duck"
41. [t .k:] "Tuck, a boy next door"
42. [d n .k:] "Dick, the same"
43. [ku.k:] "bacon (from cook)"
44. [dca ] "there"
45 [kcei] "squirrel"

"tick-tick (for clock)"

The other utterances do not introduce any new information.

13
- 54_
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